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Preface and Acknowledgements

This book grew out of a doctoral dissertation
completed at Harvard University in 1986, and both
works owe much to the generous help and support of
many individuals and institutions. My very special
thanks go to Oleg Grabar, whose enthusiastic guidance
throughout the years, filled with many stimulating
conversations, was a constant source of inspiration. His
scholarship was what initially drew me into the field of
Islamic art history by showing how intellectually
exciting it could be. I am also grateful to James S.
Ackerman, whose invaluable criticism and editorial
suggestions were instrumental in transforming my
dissertation into a book. It was he who perceptively
urged me to merge two separate volumes, dealing with
the palace in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries
respectively, into a continuous narrative. Invaluable,
too, were the encouragement of Cemal Kafadar, with
whom I shared ideas at every stage, and the
constructive criticisms of Peter Brown, Howard Bums,
Suraiya Faroqhi, Cornell Fleischer, Halil İnalcık,
Norman Itzkowitz, Neil Levine, Lucette Valensi, and
Irene Winter, who read and commented on all or parts
of my dissertation.
I am also indebted to Şinasi Tekin, who demystified
Ottoman paleography for me; Orhan Şaik Gökyay and
Gönül Alpay-Tekin, who provided valuable assistance
in interpreting some of the Ottoman Turkish and
Persian poems; Mualla Anhegger-Eyüboğlu, for her
readiness to share the observations she made as
architect in charge of the restorations at the Topkapı
harem; and Nurhan Atasoy, for her excellent guidance
in the beginning stages of my research.

I would especially like to thank Filiz Çağman and
Zeren Tanındı for providing a very warm and
productive atmosphere in which to work at the
Topkapı Palace Museum Library, where we
exchanged many ideas and formed a lasting friendship,
and to Ülkü Altmdağ, at the Topkapı Palace Museum
Archives, for her constant help. I appreciate the
cooperation of the Topkapı Museum directorate and
staff in enabling me to see various parts of the palace
normally closed to the public, and in allowing me to
study and publish primary sources belonging to the
museum collection. I am also grateful to the directors
and staff of the Prime Ministry Archives in Istanbul,
the Archivio di Stato in Venice, the Istanbul University
Library, the Süleymaniye Library, the Bibliothèque
Nationale
in
Paris,
the
Österreichische
Nationalbibliothek in Vienna, the British Museum and
British Library in London, the University Library at
Leiden, the Marciana and Museo Correr Libraries in
Venice, as well as the Houghton Library of Harvard
University, for allowing me to consult their manuscript
and rare-book collections and helping me to obtain
microfilms and photographs. I also appreciate Reha
Günay’s generosity in providing me with muchneeded, high-quality photographs of the Topkapı
Palace. Illustrations reproduced from published
sources were photographed by John Cook, and
photographs of buildings without credits are by myself.
Research and travel support were provided by
grants from the Fine Arts Department at Harvard
University and the Aga Khan Program for Islamic
Architecture at Harvard and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. A Mellon Fellowship at the
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Society of Fellows in the Humanities at Columbia
University in 1986–87 gave me the opportunity to
begin transforming my dissertation into a book; it was
during that year that I completely restructured my
manuscript, weaving together its two separate
components. The King Fahd Grand Prize for
“Excellence of Research in Islamic Architecture,”
which was awarded to my dissertation that same year,
also provided much encouragement. Finally, the
Samuel H. Kress Publication Fellowship of 1989,
awarded by the Architectural History Foundation,
gave me the wonderful opportunity to concentrate full
time on the completion of the manuscript for book
publication, and allowed me substantially to increase
the quantity and quality of illustrations and drawings.

Ševčenko’s expert editorial efforts. It was she who
helped me to condense the restructured manuscript
into its present form. Without her collaboration I
would not have attempted to rewrite my original text
so extensively, formulating new interpretations in the
process. The final manuscript reflects the subtle
polishing and careful scrutiny of Eve Sinaiko, with
whom it was a pleasure to work.
Finally, I thank my parents, Ülkü and Hikmet
Necipoğlu, who kindled an interest in books and in art
early in my childhood.

Gülru Necipoğlu
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
1990

The shape of the book owes much to Margaret

A Note on Transliteration, Translation,
Dates, and Illustrations
Arabic and Persian words have been transliterated
according to the system used in the International
Journal of Middle East Studies. Modem Turkish
orthography has been used for all Ottoman Turkish,
except for direct quotations transliterated according to
the system employed in the İslam Ansiklopedisi. Terms
and titles with a direct English equivalent have been
translated; those found in a standard English
dictionary have been anglicized. Diacritical marks
have been omitted from all Arabic, Persian, and
Ottoman Turkish names appearing in the text. Names
are only transliterated in the bibliography.
All quotations from primary sources were translated
into English by the author, except for citations from
published sources in translation, whose translators are
noted in the bibliography.
The A.H. (anno Hegirae) dates of the Muslim calendar,
with corresponding A.D. dates in parentheses,

have been provided in quotations from original
sources, inscriptions, and chronograms; otherwise
only A.D. dates are used, without designation. Since
the Islamic calendar is based on a lunar year, A.H.
years do not neatly correspond to A.D. years; thus
inclusive dates (e.g., 1526–27) are provided, except
when the exact day or month is known.
Illustrations in the book are of two kinds: plates, at
the back, and figures, interspersed throughout the
text. The latter illustrate specific points made in each
chapter, while the plates are cited repeatedly
throughout the book and do not belong to particular
chapters; thus, it seemed appropriate to organize them
according to type and chronology, independent of the
consecutive order of references made in the text.
Therefore, a map of Istanbul is followed by
photographs showing general views of the palace
complex, plans and maps, panoramic views, and,
finally, a multiple-image representation of a reception
ceremony, showing ambassadors parading through the
various courts of the palace.
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